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The Marshall Plan
Oct 23 2019 Traces
the history of the
Marshall Plan and
the efforts to
reconstruct western
Europe as a
bulwark against
communist
authoritarianism
during a two-year
period that saw the
collapse of postwar
U.S.-Soviet
relations and the
beginning of the
Cold War.
Remembering the
Cold War Feb 19
2022 Remembering
the Cold War
examines how,
more than two
decades since the
collapse of the
Soviet Union, Cold
War legacies
continue to play
crucial roles in
defining national
identities and
shaping
international
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relations around
the globe. Given the
Cold War’s blurred
definition – it has
neither a widely
accepted
commencement
date nor unanimous
conclusion - what is
to be remembered?
This book
illustrates that
there is, in fact, a
huge body of
‘remembrance,’ and
that it is more
pertinent to ask:
what should be
included and what
can be overlooked?
Over five sections,
this richly
illustrated volume
considers case
studies of Cold War
remembering from
different parts of
the world, and
engages with
growing
theorisation in the
field of memory
studies, specifically
in relation to war.
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David Lowe and
Tony Joel afford
careful
consideration to
agencies that
identify with being
‘victims’ of the Cold
War. In addition,
the concept of
arenas of
articulation, which
envelops the myriad
spaces in which the
remembering,
commemorating,
memorialising, and
even revising of
Cold War history
takes place, is given
prominence.
Cold War II Aug
25 2022
Contributions by
Thomas J. Cobb,
Donna A. Gessell,
Helena Goscilo,
Cyndy Hendershot,
Christian Jimenez,
David LaRocca, Lori
Maguire, Tatiana
Prorokova-Konrad,
Ian Scott, Vesta
Silva, Lucian Tion,
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Wiebel In recent
years, Hollywood
cinema has
forwarded a
growing number of
images of the Cold
War and
entertained a
return to memories
of conflicts between
the USSR and the
US, Russians and
Americans, and
communism and
capitalism. Cold
War II: Hollywood’s
Renewed Obsession
with Russia
explores the
reasons for this
sudden
reestablished
interest in the Cold
War. Essayists
examine such films
as Guy Ritchie’s
The Man from
U.N.C.L.E., Steven
Spielberg’s Bridge
of Spies, Ethan
Coen and Joel
Coen’s Hail,
Caesar!, David
Leitch’s Atomic
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Blonde, Guillermo
del Toro’s The
Shape of Water,
Ryan Coogler’s
Black Panther, and
Francis Lawrence’s
Red Sparrow,
among others, as
well as such
television shows as
Comrade Detective
and The Americans.
Contributors to this
collection
interrogate the
revival of the Cold
War movie genre
from multiple
angles and examine
the issues of
patriotism, national
identity, otherness,
gender, and
corruption. They
consider cinematic
aesthetics and the
ethics of these
representations.
They reveal how
Cold War imagery
shapes audiences’
understanding of
the period in
general and of the
3/22

relationship
between the US
and Russia in
particular. The
authors complicate
traditional
definitions of the
Cold War film and
invite readers to
discover a new
phase in the Cold
War movie genre:
Cold War II.
Post-Cold War
Conflicts in Africa
Aug 21 2019 Using
Liberia and Somalia
as case studies,
Post-Cold War
Conflicts in Africa
analyses how the
post Cold War
conflicts in these
two countries and
their management
differed from what
they would have
been during the
Cold War era. It
shows for instance
that while in Liberia
the major powers
appeared content to
cede the Access Free
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management of the
conflict to the subregional group,
ECOMOG, in
Somalia, the
conflict appeared to
be turned into an
arena for simple
military experiment
without any of the
old Cold War
ideological rivalries
playing any role in
its trajectory or
management. The
book argues that
the end of the Cold
War offers an
opportunity for the
successful use of a
new approach to
conflict
management in the
continent, which
would be anchored
on traditional
African diplomacy.
This new approach
would involve a
triumvirate of
eminent men and
women from the
continent, regional
peacekeeping
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forces, and the
warring factions
themselves working
in concert to
replace the rifle
with 'talking till
every one agrees'
Russia, the West,
and Military
Intervention Jun
23 2022 A detailed
and carefully
structured study of
Soviet/Russian
attitudes and
responses to
military
interventions. It
explores cases from
the Gulf War in
1990 to the
intervention led by
Western states in
Libya in 2011.
Canberra Aug 01
2020 An aviation
legend designed in
the mid-1940s, the
Canberra entered
service in 1951 with
RAF Bomber
Command. It served
in the conventional,
interdictor and
4/22

nuclear bomber
role with the RAF,
in the UK,
Germany, the
Middle East and
Far East. Its
performance and
adaptability made it
ideal as a
reconnaissance
aircraft, and the
final version, the
Canberra PR9, only
finally retired in
July 2006! The
Canberra was used
in many support
roles, especially in
signals / electronic
warfare. The
Canberra was
adopted by air
forces from South
America to Africa
and India, as well
as Australia and
New Zealand, and
license-built as the
Martin B-57 served.
It was involved
conflicts from the
Suez War and
Malaya
Accessand
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various other hot
spots with the RAF,
to the Australian
and USAF ops in
Vietnam, and even
the India-Pakistan
War when both
sides used
Canberras, and the
1982 Falklands
War. Used in trials
and evaluation the
Canberra held
various height and
speed records, and
NASA's High
Altitude Research
Program WB-57s
are still active. The
Canberra has also
had dedicated
enthusiasts, and
aircraft (or
cockpits) still
survive in
museums, as well
as some in flying
condition.
America's Cold War
Nov 23 2019 In a
brilliant new
interpretation,
Campbell Craig and
Fredrik Logevall
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reexamine the
successes and
failures of
America’s Cold
War. The United
States dealt
effectively with the
threats of Soviet
predominance in
Europe and of
nuclear war in the
early years of the
conflict. But by
engineering this
policy, American
leaders successfully
paved the way for
domestic actors and
institutions with a
vested interest in
the struggle’s
continuation. Long
after the USSR had
been effectively
contained,
Washington
continued to wage a
virulent Cold War
that entailed a
massive arms
buildup, wars in
Korea and Vietnam,
the support of
repressive regimes
5/22

and
counterinsurgencie
s, and a pronounced
militarization of
American political
culture.
Winning the Cold
War: Winning the
cold war, the U.S.
ideological
offensive, July 8,
August 2, and
October 3, 1963
May 30 2020
Focuses on role of
private business,
educational, and
trade union
organization in
fostering positive
U.S. image abroad;
Classified material
has been deleted.
Two Sides of the
Moon Sep 14 2021
Growing up on
either side of the
Iron Curtain, Alexei
Leonov and David
Scott shared the
same dream -- to
become a pilot.
Excelling at flying,
Access
Free
they became
elite
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fighter pilots, and
were chosen by
their countries'
burgeoning space
programmes to be
part of the greatest
technological race
ever -- to land a
man on the moon.
Cosmonaut Alexei
Leonov became the
first man to walk in
space. It was a feat
that won him a
place in history, but
almost cost him his
life. A year later, in
1966, astronauts
David Scott and
Neil Armstrong
were seconds away
from dying as their
spacecraft, Gemini
8, spun violently
out of control
across space. Both
men survived
against dramatic
odds and went on to
fly their own lunar
missions:
Armstrong to
command Apollo 11
and Scott to
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command the most
complex expedition
in the history of
exploration, Apollo
15. Spending three
days on the moon,
Scott became the
seventh man to
walk on its
breathtaking
surface. Marking a
new age of
US/USSR cooperation, the
Apollo Soyuz Test
Project brought
Scott and Leonov
together, finally
ending the Cold
War silence and
building a
friendship that
would last for
decades.
Hungary's Cold War
Oct 03 2020 In this
magisterial and
pathbreaking work,
Csaba Bekes shares
decades of his
research to provide
a sweeping
examination of
Hungary's
6/22

international
relations with both
the Soviet Bloc and
the West from the
end of World War II
to the dissolution of
the Soviet Union in
1991. Unlike many
studies of the global
Cold War that focus
on East-West
relationships—often
from the vantage
point of the
West—Bekes
grounds his work in
the East, drawing
on little-used, nonEnglish sources. As
such, he offers a
new and sweeping
Cold War narrative
using Hungary as a
case study,
demonstrating that
the East-Central
European states
have played a much
more important role
in shaping both the
Soviet bloc's overall
policy and the EastWest relationship
Access Free
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assumed. Similarly,
he shows how the
relationship
between Moscow
and its allies, as
well as among the
bloc countries, was
much more complex
than it appeared to
most observers in
the East and the
West alike.
Eisenhower and the
Cold War Jul 12
2021 A judicious
and cogent
vindication of
Eisenhower's
prudent and
moderate conduct
of statecraft during
his two terms.
The Cold War and
its Origins,
1917-1960 Jul 20
2019 This book,
first published in
1961, is an analysis
of the great
struggle of the
twentieth century,
the Cold War. It
carefully examines
the conflict’s
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origins in the
Russian Revolution
of 1917, and follows
the thread of
antagonism
between west and
east all the way up
to 1960. These
were the key years
of the Cold War,
when it seemed
that the prospect of
nuclear
confrontation was a
real one, and this
book offers a close
reading of the main
events of those
years. This volume
concentrates on the
Cold War in the
East, and Volume
One focuses on the
European theatre.
The Cambridge
History of the
Cold War Jul 24
2022 This volume
examines the
origins and early
years of the Cold
War in the first
comprehensive
historical
7/22

reexamination of
the period. A team
of leading scholars
shows how the
conflict evolved
from the
geopolitical,
ideological,
economic and
sociopolitical
environments of the
two world wars and
interwar period.
Which was the most
effective analysis of
the early cold war
period, NSC-68 or
NSC-162/2 Sep 02
2020 Essay from
the year 2005 in the
subject Politics International
Politics - Region:
USA, grade: 72%,
Lancaster
University, course:
POL 320 American
Foreign Policy, 11
entries in the
bibliography,
language: English,
abstract: In the
period after the end
Access
of World War
II, Free
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America struggled
to find a
sustainable,
coherent strategy
to address the
Soviet threat. It is
without doubt that
both NSC-68 and
NSC-162/2 were
important
documents of their
time. It is the aim of
this essay to
examine the
circumstances of
their creation, their
differences and
ultimately, assess
which was a more
coherent and
effective analysis of
the early Cold War
Period, placing
particular emphasis
on the perception of
international order
in the papers. NSC
68 was produced in
1949 by a study
group from the
Departments of
State and Defense
under the
leadership of Paul
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Nietze. Its primary
concern were the
implications of the
Soviet possession of
the atomic bomb,
the uncovering of
the spy ring around
Fuchs that had
infiltrated the
Manhattan Project,
the recent creation
of the German
Democratic
Republic and the
fall of China to
Communism. The
paper rested on the
premise that the
decisive struggle in
foreign affairs was
between the United
States and Soviet
Russia, and that
there could only be
one winner. One of
the main arguments
put forward was
that the totalitarian
nature of Soviet
Russia allowed
nothing but an
expansionist
foreign policy,
“driven to follow
8/22

this policy because
it cannot (...)
tolerate the
existence of free
societies.”
According to the
paper, the Soviets
were motivated by
“a new, fanatic
faith, antithetical to
our own”, seeking
to “impose its
absolute authority
over the rest of the
world.” Wolfe
makes the point
inThe Rise and Fall
of the Soviet
Threatthat NSC 68
denied that the
Russians were
capable of acting
like other great
powers, unable to
strike a balance
between
maximizing their
power in some
places and
minimizing their
losses in others,
instead expanding
everywhere driven
Access Free
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character.3The
policy of NSC 68
was, in its own
terms, a “policy of
calculated and
gradual coercion”
in order to “check
and roll back the
Kremlin’s drive
Cold War Feb 07
2021 The Cold War
between the United
States and the
Soviet Union lasted
from the end of
World War II until
the end of the
1980s. Over the
course of five
decades, they never
came to blows
directly. Rather,
these two world
superpowers
competed in other
arenas that would
touch almost every
corner of the globe.
Inside you will read
about... ✓ What Was
the Cold War? ✓
The Origins of the
Cold War ✓ World
War II and the
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Beginning of the
Cold War ✓ The
Cold War in the
1950s ✓ The Cold
War in the 1960s ✓
The Cold War in the
1970s ✓ The Cold
War in the 1980s
and the End of the
Cold War Both
interfered in the
affairs of other
countries to win
allies for their
opposing
ideologies. In the
process,
governments were
destabilized, ideas
silenced,
revolutions broke
out, and culture
was controlled. This
overview of the
Cold War provides
the story of how
these two countries
came to oppose one
another, and the
impact it had on
them and others
around the world.
America a Concise
History 2nd
9/22

Edition+ Volume 2
+american Cold
War Strategy.. Jun
11 2021
The Cold War Apr
09 2021 The
definitive history of
the Cold War and
its impact around
the world We tend
to think of the Cold
War as a bounded
conflict: a clash of
two superpowers,
the United States
and the Soviet
Union, born out of
the ashes of World
War II and coming
to a dramatic end
with the collapse of
the Soviet Union.
But in this major
new work, Bancroft
Prize-winning
scholar Odd Arne
Westad argues that
the Cold War must
be understood as a
global ideological
confrontation, with
early roots in the
Industrial
RevolutionAccess
and Free
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ongoing
repercussions
around the world.
In The Cold War,
Westad offers a
new perspective on
a century when
great power rivalry
and ideological
battle transformed
every corner of our
globe. From Soweto
to Hollywood,
Hanoi, and
Hamburg, young
men and women
felt they were
fighting for the
future of the world.
The Cold War may
have begun on the
perimeters of
Europe, but it had
its deepest
reverberations in
Asia, Africa, and the
Middle East, where
nearly every
community had to
choose sides. And
these choices
continue to define
economies and
regimes across the
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world. Today, many
regions are plagued
with environmental
threats, social
divides, and ethnic
conflicts that stem
from this era. Its
ideologies influence
China, Russia, and
the United States;
Iraq and
Afghanistan have
been destroyed by
the faith in purely
military solutions
that emerged from
the Cold War.
Stunning in its
breadth and
revelatory in its
perspective, this
book expands our
understanding of
the Cold War both
geographically and
chronologically, and
offers an engaging
new history of how
today's world was
created.
The Cold War:
Interpreting
Conflict through
Primary
10/22

Documents [2
volumes] Sep 26
2022 This detailed
two-volume set tells
the story of the
Cold War, the
dominant
international event
of the second half
of the 20th century,
through a diverse
selection of primary
source documents.
• Provides in-depth
documentary
coverage of all key
aspects of the Cold
War, helping
readers understand
the continued
significance of the
Cold War to the
current world •
Includes documents
from all sides of the
conflict, including
many newly
available materials
from the Soviet
bloc, Cuba, and
China • Traces the
origins of Cold War
rivalry and
Access Free
antagonism
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between the United
States and the
Soviet Union back
to the Russian
Revolution of 1917
• Offers detailed
coverage of how the
Cold War surfaced
beyond Europe,
especially in Asia
and the Middle East
The Cambridge
History of the Cold
War Jan 06 2021
Volume Two of The
Cambridge History
of the Cold War
examines the
developments that
made the Cold War
into a long-lasting
international
system during the
1960s and 1970s.
Leading scholars
explain how the
Cold War seemed to
stabilize after the
Cuban Missile
Crisis in 1962 and
how this sense of
increased stability
developed into the
detente era of the
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early 1970s. They
also outline how
conflicts in the
Third World, as well
as the interests and
ideologies of the
superpowers,
eroded the detente
process. The
volume delves into
the social and
economic histories
of the conflict,
processes of
integration and
disintegration, arms
races, and the roles
of intelligence,
culture, and
national identities.
Discussing the
newest findings on
US and Soviet
foreign policy, on
key crises, on
policies in and
outside of Europe,
and on alliances
and negotiations,
this authoritative
volume will define
Cold War studies
for years to come.
Promises to Keep
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Jun 18 2019 This
challenging and
motivating text
presents the
experience of the
U.S. in World War
II as a backdrop for
understanding
recent
developments and
events in American
history. Four
principal
interwoven themes
trace 1) the
pervasive impact of
the Cold War, 2)
the effects of socialprotest movements
among AfricanAmericans, women,
and other groups,
3) the sources and
impact of economic,
demographic, and
cultural changes,
and 4) a thorough
examination of
politics.
Titan II Dec 25
2019 The Titan II
ICBM
(intercontinental
Access Free
ballistic missile)
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program was
developed by the
United States
military to bolster
the size, strength,
and speed of the
nation's strategic
weapons arsenal in
the 1950s and
1960s. Each missile
carried a single
warhead—the
largest in U.S.
inventory—used
liquid fuel
propellants, and
was stored and
launched from
hardened
underground silos.
The missiles were
deployed at basing
facilities in
Arkansas, Arizona,
and Kansas and
remained in active
service for over
twenty years. Since
military
deactivation in the
early 1980s, the
Titan II has served
as a reliable
satellite launch
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vehicle. This is the
richly detailed story
of the Titan II
missile and the men
and women who
developed and
operated the
system. David K.
Stumpf uses a wide
range of sources,
drawing upon
interviews with and
memoirs by
engineers and
airmen as well as
recently
declassified
government
documents and
other public
materials. Over 170
drawings and
photographs, most
of which have never
been published,
enhance the
narrative. The three
major accidents of
the program are
described in detail
for the first time
using authoritative
sources. Titan II
will be welcomed
12/22

by librarians for its
prodigious
reference detail, by
technology history
professionals and
laymen, and by the
many civilian and
Air Force personnel
who were involved
in the program—a
deterrent weapons
system that proved
to be successful in
defending America
from nuclear
attack.
DEFCON-2 Mar 28
2020 Presents a
detailed description
of the events,
issues, and
personalities
involved in the leadup to the Cuban
Missile Crisis and
the fateful thirteen
days in October,
offering an incisive
analysis of one of
the pivotal events
of the Cold War.
The Cold War May
10 2021 A
Access
Free
collection of
more
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than 130 speeches,
agreements,
messages,
declarations, etc.
edited, excerpted,
and arranged in
chronological
order.
REBIRTH Jun 30
2020
Adventures of a
Cold-War
Warrior! Feb 25
2020 This is a
humorous - and at
times, tongue-incheek - account of
the author's time in
Her Majesty's
Armed Forces, from
soldier to 'rock ape'
(RAF Regiment),
with a stint as a
'penguin' (steward)
tucked in between.
Covering the period
from 1966 to 1976,
when the Cold War
was still in full
swing, the book
tells what went on
behind the scenes
that the recruiting
posters and adverts
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would never show
you. Prepare to
laugh, smile, shake
your head in
disbelief at the
strange and at
times downright
crazy goings-on, as
the author and his
pals jump from one
crazy adventure to
the next. This is not
a book for the fainthearted or easily
offended. These are
real characters that
the author met,
though some of the
names may have
been changed, as
they say in all the
best films, 'to
protect the guilty'!
When reading, the
reader is
experiencing for
themselves what is
happening along
with the author. To
those who have
never been in the
forces and don't
know the mindset
of the military mind
13/22

and reasoning of
one who serves his
country, the
characters in this
book may come
across as having a
beer-drinking, girlchasing, cavalier
attitude. Not true but when single and
in our late
teens/early twenties
and a product of
the times, we lived
life to the full, not
knowing if the Cold
War would one day
turn hot...
Secret Service in
the Cold War Dec
05 2020 The
Second World War
had been won, but
relationships
between the
Western allies and
the Soviet Union
were becoming
increasingly
strained, as the
nuclear arms race
made world peace
precarious. It was
Access Free
vital that Britain
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knew the Soviets’
intentions and
military
capabilities, both
offensive and
defensive. As a
Military Attaché in
Sofia, and
Commandant of an
Intelligence Centre
in the Balkans, it
was SIS officer
Lieutenant Colonel
John Sanderson’s
job to find
out.Sanderson
handled agents who
operated secretly
behind the Iron
Curtain at the
height of the Cold
War and organised
hidden arms depots
for stay-behind
agents in case of a
Red Army invasion.
Based on
Sanderson’s letters
and personal
accounts of his time
with MI4 and MI6,
we learn how he
was sent to observe
sessions of the
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Paris UNO Security
Council in 1948 and
to recruit émigrés
for infiltration
behind the Iron
Curtain, into
Communist
Bulgaria. Fluent in
French and
Bulgarian, in 1949
Captain Sanderson
was posted to Sofia
as a Press Attaché
with diplomatic
immunity, reporting
on the Communist
show trials.
Lieutenant Colonel
Sanderson returned
there twelve years
later as the
Military, Naval and
Air Attaché. In
1961, having been
tasked by London
with photographing
the latest MIG
fighter, he was
driven at night to
Sofia airport’s
perimeter by a CIA
colleague. Closely
followed by the
Bulgarian secret
14/22

police, he
parachute-rolled,
unobserved, out of
the car with his
camera. Arrested at
daylight, he
escaped to the
border and drove
across Europe, still
pursued by the
ruthless Bulgarian
Security
Services.John
Sanderson’s early
service life was
equally challenging,
from helping
defend Britain’s
coastline in 1940,
picking up shotdown pilots around
Dover on a
motorbike during
the Battle of
Britain, to fighting
the Japanese in the
Burmese and Indian
jungles, before
returning to London
to join the Secret
Intelligence
Services. In parallel
with Sanderson’s
Free
SIS career,Access
living
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with Russian
émigrés in Paris,
posted to SIS
headquarters in the
Berlin Olympic
stadium, and later
working together in
the Intelligence
Division of NATO
headquarters Paris
during the Cuban
Missile Crisis, was
his SIS friend RAF
Squadron Leader
John Aldwinckle, a
veteran of SOE
wartime operations
in Halifax bombers.
All Aldwinckle’s
agents were
betrayed by the
traitor George
Blake, as were all
Sanderson’s by Kim
Philby.In John
Sanderson’s
biography we get
the detailed inside
story of the Berlin
Air Lift, the Suez
Invasion, the Cuban
Missile Crisis, and
the fall of the Berlin
Wall. We see the
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results of Philby
and Blake’s
treachery and the
effects which the
courageous actions
of the two ‘Olegs’,
the Russian
Colonels Penkovsky
and Gordievsky,
had on the
international
politics of
Khrushchev,
Kennedy,
Gorbachev,
Thatcher and
Reagan – and the
consequences their
decisions had for
the course of world
history.For over
thirty years, John
Sanderson worked
for the British
Secret Services –
with his last
mission, aged 74, as
exciting as his first,
being helicoptered
into Sarajevo with
an SAS team at the
height of the Balkan
War.
The Global Cold
15/22

War Jan 26 2020
The Cold War
shaped the world
we live in today - its
politics, economics,
and military affairs.
This book shows
how the
globalization of the
Cold War during
the last century
created the
foundations for
most of the key
conflicts we see
today, including the
War on Terror. It
focuses on how the
Third World
policies of the two
twentieth-century
superpowers - the
United States and
the Soviet Union gave rise to
resentments and
resistance that in
the end helped
topple one
superpower and
still seriously
challenge the other.
Ranging from China
Access
Free
to Indonesia,
Iran,
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Ethiopia, Angola,
Cuba, and
Nicaragua, it
provides a truly
global perspective
on the Cold War.
And by exploring
both the
development of
interventionist
ideologies and the
revolutionary
movements that
confronted
interventions, the
book links the past
with the present in
ways that no other
major work on the
Cold War era has
succeeded in doing.
Iron Curtains on
Paper - The
Origins of the
Cold War 1917 1947 Nov 04 2020
Thesis (M.A.) from
the year 2009 in the
subject Politics International
Politics - Region:
USA, grade: 1,3,
University of
Leipzig (Institut für
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Amerikanistik),
course: US Foreign
Policy, language:
English, abstract:
(...)As a first step,
this paper is to
investigate different
approaches
historians have
offered in the
course of time.
Chapter 2 starts off
with a summary of
the main waves of
Cold War
historiography (...)
Chapters 3 to 7 are
to study the most
predominant
perspectives and
factors presented in
chapter 2 in an
attempt to show
why some debates
are very useful,
some unnecessary,
and some hardly
solvable due to a
lack of evidence. At
the same time, this
paper attempts to
offer a good
overview of main
events shaping
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European and
American history
between 1917 and
1947. The third
chapter is to
explore the roots of
the communist
experiment in the
Soviet Union (...) to
find out in how far
the two decades
preceding the Cold
War can add to
understand its
outcome. In 1941,
relations between
the U.S. and S.U.
took a completely
new shape when
both decided to
come together to
fight Nazi-Germany
and Japan. The
Great Alliance set
out to save the
world from fascism
(...). Chapter 4 will
mainly focus on the
conflicts that arose
during the war to,
again, find out in
how far they
shaped the onset of
Access Free
the Cold War.
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Although the
emergence of the
atomic bomb and
diplomatic
decisions
surrounding it (in
particular the fact
that Russia was
only informed about
it in Potsdam) place
it in one line with
war-time conflicts
outlined in the
previous chapter, it
seems to deserve
an extra section,
since the
development of
nuclear weapons
ultimately changed
the cause of
warfare and thus,
the course and
outcome of the Cold
War itself.
Furthermore, the
level of violence the
nuclear attacks on
Japan reached
raises serious
questions about the
very necessity of
employing such a
weapon. The debate
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studied is polarized
between those
defending the use
of the bombs and
those blaming the
Truman gov
History for the IB
Diploma: The
Cold War Apr 21
2022 An exciting
new series that
covers the five
Paper 2 topics of
the IB 20th Century
World History
syllabus. This
stimulating
coursebook covers
Paper 2, Topic 5,
The Cold War, in
the 20th Century
World History
syllabus for the IB
History programme.
The book is divided
into thematic
sections, following
the IB syllabus
structure and is
written in clear,
accessible English.
It covers the
following areas for
detailed study:
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Wartime
conferences: Yalta
and Potsdam; US
policies and
developments in
Europe: Truman
Doctrine, Marshall
Plan, NATO; Soviet
policies:
Sovietisation of
Eastern and Central
Europe,
COMECON,
Warsaw Pact; SinoSoviet relations;
US-Chinese
relations; Germany;
and Castro,
Gorbachev,
Kennedy, Mao,
Reagan, Stalin,
Truman.
The Leopard 1 and
Leopard 2 Dec 17
2021 Leopard 1 and
Leopard 2 MBTs
are of course
completely different
vehicles in conceptand they come from
different stages of
the Bundeswehr's
Cold War
armamentsAccess Free
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program. They
nonetheless have a
number of
similarities and are
together the most
commercially
successful and
widely sold
European tank
designs from the
1960s to the
present day. This is
a brief discussion of
the iconic Leopard
1 and Leopard 2
tank families,
touching on some of
its best-known
members.
Legacies of World
War II in South
and East Asia Oct
15 2021 Illustrates
how the political
and social fallout
from the World War
II is still alive and
divisive in South
and East Asia.
Sino-Japanese
Relations After the
Cold War Nov 16
2021 Since the end
of the Cold War
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China and Japan
have faced each
other as powers of
relatively equal
strength for the
first time in their
long history. As the
two great powers of
East Asia the way
they both compete
and cooperate with
each other and the
way they conduct
their relations in
the new era will
play a big part in
the evolution of the
region as a whole.
This textbook will
explore in detail the
ways in which
politics has shaped
the thinking about
history and identity
in both China and
Japan and explain
the role political
leadership in each
country has played
in shaping their
respective
nationalisms.
Michael Yahuda
traces the evolution
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of the relationship
over the two
decades against the
framework of a
rising China
gaining ground on a
stagnant Japan and
analyzes the politics
of the economic
interdependence
between the two
countries and their
cooperation and
competition in
Southeast Asia and
in its regional
institutions.
Concluding with an
examination of the
complexities of
their strategic
relations and an
evaluation of the
potentialities for
conflict and coexistence between
the two countries,
this is an essential
text for students
and scholars of
Sino-Japanese and
East Asian
International
Relations Access Free
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The Oxford
Illustrated History
of World War II Apr
28 2020 World War
Two re-assessed for
a new generation,
from the 1930s
through to the
beginnings of the
Cold War. This book
provides a
stimulating and
thought-provoking
new interpretation
of one of the most
terrible episodes in
world history.
The Cold War: a
Very Short
Introduction Oct 27
2022 Vividly
written and based
on up-to-date
scholarship, this
title provides an
interpretive
overview of the
international
history of the Cold
War.
World History Sep
21 2019 Learn why
the world is the way
it is Finally, there is
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a guide to world
history that is
condensed enough
to be readable and
entertaining, but
broad and
substantial enough
to cover all of the
major events and
periods. Howard
Colvin's WORLD
HISTORY
masterfully lays out
the entire story of
humanity and the
planet we all share
in a single
authoritative book.
This book has been
extensively
researched and
includes some of
the newest
research and
discoveries, such as
the revolution in
how we now
understand many
ancient
civilizations. No one
does history better
than Colvin, and in
this book he has
skillfully distilled an
19/22

eminently readable
account of the
entirety of human
history.Be better
informed about the
world, including:
Ancient Greek
Civilization
Alexander the Great
Ancient Egypt The
Roman Empire
Christianity and
Constantine
Prehistoric India
Ancient India's
Great Empires The
Rise of Islam
Korean Dynasty The
Reign of Napoleon
Bonaparte The
Bolshevik
Revolution
American history
including The
American
Revolution, The
War of 1812, and
The Civil War
Captain James Cook
World War I and II
Vietnam War Birth
of the United
Nations The Space
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Missile Crisis North
Korea - the last
Communist State
Economic Progress
in Communist
Countries
Perestroika and
Glasnost The End of
the Cold War THE
ERA OF MEDICAL
DEVELOPMENT
THE
INTRODUCTION
OF THE INTERNET
WHAT DOES THE
FUTURE HOLD?
And much more!
Don't miss out!
Impress the people
you know with your
broad knowledge of
history and the
world. Understand
why things are the
way they are.
Connect with the
wisdom, victories,
and struggles of
humanity
throughout the rise
and fall of empires
and
civilizations.Grab
this book today and
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truly understand
the history of the
world.
The Second Cold
War May 22 2022
Towards the end of
the Cold War, the
last great struggle
between the United
States and the
Soviet Union
marked the end of
détente, and
escalated into the
most dangerous
phase of the
conflict since the
Cuban Missile
Crisis. Aaron
Donaghy examines
the complex history
of America's largest
peacetime military
buildup, which was
in turn challenged
by the largest
peacetime peace
movement.
Focusing on the
critical period
between 1977 and
1985, Donaghy
shows how
domestic politics
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shaped dramatic
foreign policy
reversals by
Presidents Jimmy
Carter and Ronald
Reagan. He
explains why the
Cold War
intensified so
quickly and how contrary to all
expectations - USSoviet relations
were repaired.
Drawing on
recently
declassified
archival material,
The Second Cold
War traces how
each administration
evolved in response
to crises and events
at home and
abroad. This
compelling and
controversial
account challenges
the accepted notion
of how the end of
the Cold War
began.
The United States
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and Germany
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the Era of the
Cold War,
1945-1990 Aug 13
2021 Publisher
Description
History for the IB
Diploma Paper 2:
The Cold War Mar
20 2022
Comprehensive
second editions of
History for the IB
Diploma Paper 2,
revised for first
teaching in 2015.
This coursebook
covers Paper 2,
World History Topic
12: The Cold War:
Superpower
Tensions and
Rivalries (20th
century) of the
History for the IB
Diploma syllabus
for first assessment
in 2017. Tailored to
the requirements of
the IB syllabus and
written by
experienced IB
History examiners
and teachers, it
offers authoritative
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and engaging
guidance through
the following
detailed studies of
leaders and crises
from around the
world: Truman,
Khrushchev,
Gorbachev, Castro,
and Reagan; and
the Cuban Missile
Crisis, the Korean
War, the Prague
spring, and the
Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.
Rethinking Theory
and History in the
Cold War Mar 08
2021 "Rethinking
Theory and History
in the Cold War
focuses on what we
mean by 'politics'
and 'international
relations' and how
such assumptions
have come to
determine our
understanding of
the Cold War. Using
an historicalmaterialist method,
the author criticizes
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conventional
conceptions of
international
politics that tend to
focus on the agency
of and relations
among states, and
offers an alternative
historical sociology
of the Cold War
through an analysis
of the relationship
between formal
political authority
and socio-economic
production. Seen
from this
perspective, the
state the modern
conceptions of
politics can be seen
as products of a
capitalist
modernity, in which
politics is based on
the separation of
the spheres of
politics in the state
and economics in
civil society."-BOOK JACKET.
Cold War Berlin: an
Island City. Vol 2
Access
Jan 18 2022
For Free
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many in East
Germany, Walter
Ulbricht's 'Workers'
& Peasants' State'
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was not the
Communist
paradise he had
promised. His
population was
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leaving in their
droves and he
demanded radical
action.
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